




You could take the most direct route to work or 
wherever, but what do you really want to do? 
Where is the fun? What makes you feel alive?!

The Urban Racer is born from how we “want”  
to ride, rather than how we “should” ride.
 
Passion, rather than pragmatism. 
 
Designed by Sacha as an answer to his family’s 
big, slow and heavy “grocery getter.” The Urban 
Racer is light and bomber, with geometry that 
likes sprinting up hills, riding down stairs, surfing 
concrete berms, or cruising one handed (or no 
handed) while carrying one’s beverage of choice 
- all with the beautiful simplicity of your childhood 
bike. The one you used to explore your town with 
friends, chasing eachother through fields, hitting 
jumps and laying it down in front of the store to  
run in and grab a soda. 
 
The Urban Racer isn’t about sport, or training,  
or commuting. It’s not about being reasonable  
or responsible. It’s about boom! And kapow! 
Laughing and shaking heads about doing stupid 
sh!t. Yes. Let’s get back to that!



Our Dollar-to-Shred Equation. 
 
It’s simple arithmetic:  

Ready Made Urban Racer = Less Money
Less Money = Less Worry 
Less Worry = More Shredding
 
We believe in US manufacturing, super high-end 
materials, tons of detail and an incredible ride.

We also believe that attainability is directly related 
to usability.  

The Ready Made version of our Urban Racer has 
the exact same design and materials as one of our 
custom Urban Racers, but built in small batches by 
our production partners, making the process more 
efficient. 

The result is a complete Speedvagen  
Urban Racer, fully built for $3495.

Our goal though is not to make another bike that 
can be had anywhere, but instead to build a full 
on Race Machine that’s made in the US, without 
compromise, and ultimately to change the way 
that people think about getting around town.

Reserve yours by clicking here.

http://www.thevanillaworkshop.com/shop/ready-made-urban-racer-deposit






HEADSET: Ritchey WCS 
SEATPOST HEAD: Ritchey 25mm setback, 
painted to match
HANDLEBAR: Nitto
STEM: Painted to match and available  
in 100-140mm
SADDLE: Fabric Scoop w/ TI rail
BOTTOM BRACKET: PF30BB eccentric 
HANDLEBAR GRIPS:  
Our favorite classic foamies
CRANKSET: Shimano w/ 39t ring
CHAIN: SRAM 1/8”
HUBS: DT Swiss front, SRAM 2 speed  
Automatix rear coaster, custom black finish
RIMS: Velocity Blunt alloy clincher
SKEWERS: bolt-on front and rear
SPOKES: DT Competition, or similar
TIRES: Schwalbe G One in 650x38mm
Includes build labor and race tuning

$3495



Being a romp around town bike, fit isn’t as crucial 
as a long distance Road / Rugged Road bike.

The Urban Racer comes in three stock sizes: small, 
medium, and large - roughly equivalent to 52cm, 
56cm and 60cm

Your Urban Racer should have an aggressive road 
position, more like your race bike than an upright 
cruiser. The grips of the Urban Racer handlebar 
should be at roughly the same height and distance 
from saddle as the hoods on your road bike.  
This usually means running a longer stem than 
what you’re used to, which also helps weight  
the front wheel, giving the UR some of it’s race 
machine steering. 

Each Speedvagen includes a seatmast sized  
specifically for you with 15mm of adjustability. 

Not sure what size you need? We’re always  
happy to help with a sizing recommendation!  
Just fill out our Current Bike Fit doc with a bike  
that fits you well and shoot it over. 

Sizing  
& Details





The choice of coaster brake is deliberate and  
is driven by the clean lines and the utter lack  
of complication.

It takes you back to the days of just pedaling.

This particular hub is a two-speed, made by
SRAM, that shifts on its own when you get to 
about 10mph. The result is that you have an easy 
gear to get up to speed/for hills, and then a taller 
gear to actually get somewhere.

With the coaster brake you can modulate braking
with your hands off of the bars and with rear  
brakeonly, there’s an added challenge on dirt,  
or if you’re coming into a corner hot. There’s  
a learning curve to this thing and with that comes  
the satisfaction of mastering something difficult. 
Sorta like fixed gear, but replace the tough-guy 
with a kinda fun-loving guy!

Coaster 
Brake



CUSTOM CHAIN GUARD:
Our own design made from super light  
stainless steel. It’s the most svelte chain 
guard you’ll ever see.
INTEGRATED SEATMAST:
Lighter and cleaner than a traditional  
seatpost and custom cut to fit.
BERZERKER DROPOUTS:
Cast from a super strong steel alloy  
and incorporates stainless steel inner  
and outer faces.
COASTER BRAKE:
We put a coaster brake on the Urban  
Racer for it’s utter simplicity and it’s  
complete skidability. 
GHOST PAINT SCHEME:
Ghost graphics: A Speedvagen original.  
Three dimensional graphics painted  
in the same color as the frame.

Standard 
Features



Spurcycles Bell: $50 
Demolition Trooper Pedals: $130 
ENVE Speedvagen Carbon Seat Post 
Head: $345
Urban Racer Bar/Stem Combo: $600 
A Speedvagen original design, it’s 100% 
foxy and it completes the look of your  
Urban Racer.
Handmade Fork Rack: $450 
The result is very light, painted to match,  
and holds a bag that’s big enough for  
a latop & a few groceries.
Brooks of England, Norfolk Front  
Pannier: $110
Honjo Painted Fenders: $270
including labor, fork mods, fender  
customization and paint
Dynamo Lighting System: $530
including routing, fork/frame mods, custom 
mounts, generator hub, front and rear lights
Grand Bois Tires: $80
First Scratch: $0  
There, it’s done. Now go ride!  
Choose “big” or “small”

Upgrades
Click to view more details  
about upgrades

https://www.thevanillaworkshop.com/urban-racer-next-level-upgrades


Let's get your order started!

http://www.thevanillaworkshop.com/shop/ready-made-urban-racer-deposit

